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Abstract
For a prime p let BP be the Brown–Peterson spectrum with homotopy ring BP∗ = Z(p)[v1, v2,
v3, . . .]. Using the arithmetical properties of the coefficients in the Brown–Peterson pk-series, we
obtain the complete structure of the Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]-module generated by the canonical elements
di ∈ BP2i−1(BZ/pk).  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Bahri et al. obtain in [1] an additive description of the Brown–Peterson homology for
the classifying space of a periodic group. With a Sylow subgroup argument, they reduce
the problem to cyclic and generalized quaternionic groups. For these cases, their basic
topological tool is Johnson’s spectral sequence relating connective K-theory to Brown–
Peterson homology [5]. Motivated by the calculations involved, Bahri et al. conjecture that
the results should be obtainable in a purely algebraic manner. This short note is motivated
by that conjecture. Indeed, we make use of the p-divisibility properties of the pk -series
for Brown–Peterson homology to get a hold on BP∗(Z/pk). Thus, all the hard topology
has been condensed in the construction of the Brown–Peterson spectrum, its universal p-
typical formal group law and their relation to the Brown–Peterson homology of BZ/pk . In
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fact, except for an argument in the proof of Proposition 2.3, the methods used in this paper
are elementary. As a consequence of our approach we show that the isomorphism
BP∗(BZ/p)≈ BP〈1〉∗(BZ/p)⊗Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .] (1)
of [1] is in fact one of Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]-modules (all tensor products in this paper are taken
over the p-local integers).
2. Preliminaries
For a primep, let BP stand for the spectrum representing Brown–Peterson homology [8].
The ring of coefficients BP∗ forms a polynomial algebra over the p-local integers on
variables vi (i  1) of degrees 2pi − 2. The spectrum comes equipped with a complex
orientation x ∈ BP∗(CP∞) given by the BP Euler class of the Hopf bundle over CP∞ .
This way, the Brown–Peterson cohomology of an n-fold Cartesian product of CP∞ is the
ring of formal power series over BP∗ on n variables. In terms of the H -space structure
m :CP∞ × CP∞ → CP∞, the associated formal group law is defined as the pull back
F(x1, x2) = m∗(x) and, for a positive integer , the corresponding -series [](x) is the
pull back of x under the -power map in CP∞.
As BP is p-local, [] is a unit for  prime to p. Therefore we concentrate on the pk -series
which, by sparseness, takes the form
[
pk
]
(T )=
∑
s0
ck,sT
1+s(p−1), (2)
where ck,s ∈ BPs(p−1). The p-divisibility of these elements was studied in [3] where the
following result is proved. Here ν(ck,s) stands for the highest power of p dividing the sth
coefficient in the [pk]-series.
Theorem 2.1. For a positive integer m with p-adic expansion m= e0+ e1p+ e2p2+· · · ,
define
µk(m)=
k∑
j=0
(k − j)ej .
Then ν(ck,s) µk(1+ s(p− 1)). Equality holds for s = (pi − 1)/(p− 1), 0 i  k.
An immediate consequence is:
Corollary 2.2.
(a) ν(ck,0)= k and ν(ck,1)= k − 1.
(b) For s  2, ν(ck,s) k − s + 1.
BZ/pk fits in the following fibration as the total space of the S1-bundle associated to
the iterated pk -fold tensor product of the Hopf bundle over CP∞
S1 → BZ/pk →CP∞. (3)
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The fibration extends one step to the right by means of the pk -power map. In particular,
the BP Euler class of (3) is the pk -series. The corresponding Gysin sequence is short exact
and describes the reduced BP homology of BZ/pk as the free BP∗-module on generators
di (1 i) of degree 2i− 1 subject to the relations∑ ck,jdi−j (p−1) (1 i), where the sum
runs over nonnegative integers j with j (p−1) < i . The order of di turns out to be pk+u(i),
where u(i) is the integral part of (i − 1)/(p − 1) [7]. As an example of our methods, this
will be derived from Corollary 2.2. First we will change a bit the notation. Recall that
BZ/pk has a stable splitting as a wedge of p − 1 wedge summands [4]. Algebraically,
this is reflected by the (obvious) splitting of the above presentation for BP∗(BZ/pk) into
p−1 summands. Each summand is isomorphic, up to a suspension, to the BP∗-free module
M(k) on generators ei (0 i) of degree 2i(p− 1) subject to the relations
i∑
j=0
ck,j ei−j (i  0). (4)
In detail, there is a BP∗-module isomorphism BP∗(BZ/pk) ≈⊕Σ2j+1M(k), with j
running from 0 to p − 2. Under this isomorphism, di(p−1)+j corresponds to Σ2j+1ei ,
for 0  j  p − 2 and 0  i . In particular, we only need to give the structure of the
Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]-module generated by the elements ei . We will refer to the module M(k)
as the basic summand in BP∗(BZ/pk).
The above discussion holds word for word if we replace BP by the spectrum BP〈1〉 in
the introduction (see [6]). In the new situation we still denote by ei the obvious generators;
they satisfy relations as in (4) where the coefficients ck,j are replaced by the corresponding
coefficients of the [pk]-series in BP〈1〉-theory. The corresponding basic BP〈1〉∗-module
will be denoted by M1(k). As the decompositions of BP∗(BZ/pk) and BP〈1〉∗(BZ/pk) are
natural with respect to the Thom map BP → BP〈1〉, in proving (1), it will suffice to prove
the corresponding Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]-module isomorphism for basic summands, namely
M(1)≈M1(1)⊗Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]. (5)
Proposition 2.3. The order of ei in M(k) is pk+i .
Proof. Since ck,0 = pk , the case i = 0 in (4) is pke0 = 0. As this is the only relation in
the bottom dimension, we get the required conclusion for e0. Assuming the order of ej to
be pk+j for j < i , we see that the pi -multiple of (4) reduces to pk+i ei = 0. Likewise, the
pi−1-multiple of (4) reduces to an equation
0= pk+i−1ei + λipk+i−2v1ei−1, (6)
where λi is a unit. The presentation for BP∗(BZ/pk) (above Gysin sequence) indicates
that this module has BP∗-projective dimension at most 1, so that multiplication by v1
is injective [6]. Therefore the non-triviality of pk+i−1ei follows inductively from that of
pk+i−2ei−1 in view of (6). ✷
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3. The Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .]-module generated by the ei
Let R denote the subring Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .] of BP∗, and let M(k) be the free R-module
on generators ei (0  i) of degree 2i(p − 1) subject only to the relations imposed by
Proposition 2.3. Consider the R-module map Φk :M(k)→M(k) defined by Φk(ei)= ei .
The image of Φk is the module in the title of this section. It is completely described by the
next result.
Proposition 3.1. For k  1, Φk is a monomorphism.
Proof. In the free BP∗-module with basis the set {ei : i  0}, let ωi be the element in (4).
Take coefficients aj ∈ R and bj ∈ BP∗ (0 j  ). An homogeneous relation of the form
a0e0 + a1e1 + · · · + ae = b0ω0 + b1ω1 + · · · + bω (7)
translates into the system of equations:
ai =
−i∑
j=0
ckj bi+j (0 i  ), (8)
and we need to show this implies that pk+i divides ai for i = 0, . . . , . By Corollary 2.2
it suffices to show that each bi is divisible by pi . We use a double inductive argument on
0 j  t   (increasing on t , decreasing on j ) to establish
pt−j divides b−j . (9)
The start of the induction is obvious (t = j = 0). Assume (9) for 0  j  t < . Assume
furthermore
pt+1−r divides b−r (10)
for 0 < r  t + 1 (the case r = t + 1 being obvious). The equation with i = − r in (8)
is a−r = ck0b−r + ck1b−r+1 + ck2b−r+2 + · · · . By Corollary 2.2 and the inductive
assumption, all the terms on the right of this equation, but perhaps the second one, are
divisible by pk+t+1−r . As ν(ck1) = k − 1 and a−r ∈ Z(p)[v2, v3, . . .], the only way to
cancel the v1 factor in ck1 is with all the terms in the polynomial expression in b−r+1 being
divisible by pt+2−r . This is (10) for r − 1 instead of r completing the proof of (9). ✷
It is easy to see (and well known) that the basic summand of BP〈1〉∗(BZ/p), namely
M1(1), is the free Abelian group on generators ei (i  0) subject to the relations in
Proposition 2.3 (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 suggest an elementary proof). Therefore (5)
follows from the next result. An alternative proof can be obtained using Davis’ reduced
expression for the 2-series [2].
Proposition 3.2. Φ1 is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.3. Work in progress goes in the direction of including enough powers of v1 in
M(k) (with suitable relations) to get the explicit Φk-version of (5).
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. For t  0 we write L(t) to denote any linear combination of the
elements ei , 0 i  t , with coefficients in R. For j  0 we prove
v1ej = ϑj ej+1 +L(j), (11)
where ϑj is an integer with ν(ϑj ) = 1. This implies the proposition. In view of
Corollary 2.2, the case j = 0 in (11) follows from the case k = i = 1 in (4). Assume (11)
proved for j  t . Then in particular v1L(t) = L(t + 1) and a simple inductive argument
(on a) yields in fact
va1L(b)= L(a + b) (12)
for a + b  t + 1. Now the equalities
v
j+2
1 et−j = vj+11
(
ϑt−j et−j+1 +L(t − j)
)= ϑt−j
(
v
j+1
1 et−j+1
)+L(t + 1)
give a recursive proof of the formula vj+21 et−j = ηj+1v1et+1 + L(t + 1) for 0  j  t ,
where ν(ηj+1) = j + 1. By a dimension argument, the highest power of v1 in the
polynomial expression for c1j is vj1 ; therefore the above considerations together with (12)
give
c1,j+2et−j = δjηj+1v1et+1 +L(t + 1), 0 j  t,
where vj+21 appears with coefficient δj in the polynomial expression of c1,j+2. Now the
case j = t + 1 in (11) follows from the relation (4) with k = 1 and i = t + 2. ✷
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